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Introduction

Expert Data Miner is a log analyzer that can parse the two most frequent log files that one
can find on an Internet server; IIS log files (W3C extended format) and the NCSA log
files that exist on Apache/Linux servers. Together those two formats make almost 95% of
the cases that one can find in the industry. EDM will scan quickly the raw data from your
log files and reconstruct the user’s sessions; with these results you can view which pages
were requested the most often and by whom, or get the typical behavior of your visitors
by country, landing pages, etc…Because Google Analytics is widely spread today, it is
necessary to mention some differences between both systems.
Google Analytics provides you several reports the day after; your log files are upgraded
in real time and you can fetch them when you wish during the day.
Google Analytics is a page tagging system that relies on Javascript enabled browsers.
The visitors who configured their browsers to disable the Javascript are not recorded.
Pages that can’t be loaded (when there is an error code) are not recorded. Spiders and
robots are not detected. It can be very difficult to obtain statistics for files in which you
can’t insert the proper tags ( music and video files, pdf files, flash animations, images,
etc…). On the other hand a log analyzer like Expert Data Miner can miss some pages if
your visitors retrieve them from a cache. This happens more often if the same visitor
comes back again and again to ask the same page or if most of your visitors come from
the same company. In such a case the request is not recorded in your log file except if
you use the tag nocache in your pages.
Google Analytics does not allow you to know what happens with each visitor
individually; Expert Data Miner does. Google Analytics can provide you relatively
accurate statistics regarding the city from which your visitors are coming, EDM cannot
for the moment. EDM has a different set of reports that can complete some other reports
from GA and help you to detect several cases of click fraud. This is why EDM was
designed to support Google Analytics cookies. Finally Google Analytics is free while
Expert Data Miner is free only if you have less than 100 visitors per day. However if you
have a bigger website you can compare the ratio quality/price with other log analyzers
and see by yourself: At 150 or 200$ EDM is a bargain.

Requirements
You need to have Windows XP/Vista or Windows 2000/2003. It is assumed that if you
run these OS you have enough memory. EDM can run quite well with 512 megs of RAM
but the more you have memory the better it is, especially if you wish to scan several
hundreds of megs of log files in a non cumulative project. As a thumb rule let say that
you need about twice more free memory than the total size of your log files. In a
cumulative project (which is using a database) the software is slower but can process
several Gigs of log files.

I- Expert Data Miner - Getting Started

Suppose that you are just using Expert Data Miner for the first time; previously you
fetched your log files from your web server. Here we will use Apache log files. The first
step is to open your log files from the default project.

In this case, as long that you have enough memory, it is preferable to open several log
files at a time. Using the shift key and the mouse both at a time can do the job:

The above dialog appears in French because my Windows XP station is in French, this is
a feature controlled by your Windows version, not by EDM. The next step is to parse the
log files. But since you are using the system for the first time, you are prompted for the
domain name to use. This domain will be used for the default project; if you manage
several websites you'll have to create a project for each site rather than to rely on the
default project.

The fictive domain name that is typed here is 'shonxxx.com', not 'www.shonxxx.com' or
'http://www.shonxxx.com'. Typing a wrong domain name would affect negatively one
report, External Referrers but it would also distort heavily the option click path that will
be seen later.
The Default (main page) can be left to blank in most cases except if your default page is
not index.htm, index.html, default.asp or default.aspx (on IIS). When someone visit your
domain he can type http://www.yourdomain.com/ or in some cases
http://www.yourdomain.com/index.html (or default.asp on IIS) and get the same page.
EDM will merge the statistics of all those different requests into an equivalent page "/",
your root page, provided that it knows which equivalent pages to use. However
equivalences like index.html or default.asp are so frequent that it can manage this by
default.
The query extensions are the characters that come after the "?" in a request to your
pages. Often with php, asp, perl or other kind of pages the output page will be controlled
by the query extensions, i.e. http://mypage.asp?id=4 and http://mypage.asp?id=48 will
not display the same content. Your log files contain the whole string, but if you wish to
regroup the statistics related to http://mypage.asp into a single page you can discard the
query extensions. If you have a page like
http://mypage.asp?user=A7dhn8562&idPage=4&uid=33&grp=100 you can also decide

to discard selectively some query extensions or to keep some. If any hit on mypage.asp
contains a different user number your statistics are useless because each request will get
one hit, each will be considered as a request to a different page. Since the variable 'user'
plays no logical role in the output content it is better to discard selectivelly this query
extension here. This means that by discarding the variable 'sess' the string
user=A7dhn8562 is discarded, the separator '&' also. You can also decide later to discard
or keep selectively query variables (and their content) for all your pages or for some
specific pages. All you need is to go in the menu Configuration, Global and choose the
option Parameters. Let's parse the log files instead.

The second button under the 'Run' command in the menu is thus pressed. A progress
dialog appears. After a few seconds the task is over.
Let's choose the General Data - Traffic section. Here the daily activity is retrieved:

The % of people who visited your root page is a user defined column. To see how it is
done, I will click on the button with a hammer and the screw driver, just beside the light
bulb. The following (configuration) screen appears:

Here you can configure either the layout of your screen or the layout of your HTML
report, if you decide to export those results in an HTML report later. There is one such
screen available for each report. The combo box Sorted By defines the default sort when
you open this report or when you output it to an HTML file. You can always change the
current sort column when you click on a column header in the main reports.
The column '% who visit root page' can be selected and deleted. One can also add a new
column from a pool of predefined columns. But you can also create new columns in this
pool. This is done by clicking the button Define Action. If you click this button, here is
what you get:

If you want to add a new column in your report, you can select the combo 'Action Type'.
The available actions for this report are then shown.

If you want to know what percentage of your users are asking for the page
http://mydomain.com/sub1/mypage.html during their session, you select 'Match a Page'.
The same choice could be done for a downloadable file (zip, mp3, etc..). You then need
to type in the target box:
/sub1/mypage.html.
You need also to define the column header and click on the Update List button when you
have finished before to Save/Exit. The Long Description & Tool Tip field is optional;
since you are limited to 22 characters for the column header you may prefer to get a
longer description when you drag you mouse over the column header in your report later
on. But let say that you don't want to add a column right now; just to see the content of a
previous action. Select the first line in the list and click the Edit button. You will get this:

The target '/' is the last character after your domain's name in
http://www.mydomain.com/ . It is the root page. When EDM scans your log, it will
transform URLs like http://www.mydomain.com/ into http://www.mydomain.com/ or '/'
for the reason that we saw earlier, i.e. because you get the same page when you type one
of the above URLs in your browser. For IIS logs, /default.asp and /default.aspx are also
transformed into '/' for the same reason.
There is no reason to modify this now so let's click on the Cancel Item button. The action
that will be created in the pool is the people who comes from Canada, so the choice
'Coming from a Zone' will be taken in the combo box Action Type.

The button Update List is then pressed, and finally the button Save/Exit. We are back in
the previous screen but we need to add this new column somewhere in the report; for the
moment it is just in the global pool, but not yet attached to a report. Lets select the
column Visits and press the insert button after. The column will thus appear after the
column visits.

Once this change is done and saves, click again on the 'Parse Log' button from the main
screen and wait that everything is over.

Actions can be introduced or removed in nearly the 3/4 of the reports. You can use your
imagination and spot situations where cross-linking new columns with a row will give
you valuable information. If you work in marketing especially, there is a lot of interesting
conclusions that you can draw.
This was for the default project; anytime that you open again your application, you will
be able to parse with the domain name that you defined earlier. If you wish to parse log
files with other domain's names, you can use the option Project from your main menu.
You can also create a new project if you wish to use filters in a specific situation, or if
you have a large number of log files to process and not enough memory with the default
project. If you create a cumulative project, you need to either keep the columns that you
define at the outset or either re-scan all your log files when the format of your database is
changing. One advantage with the cumulative project is that you can use the option Fetch
Files From Server and leave it to EDM to discard log lines that were already processed
earlier. So it's possible to update your statistics quickly when you press this button.

2- Fetching the user path from your log file
You can fetch the click trail for any user from 19 reports in Expert Data Miner. The
click trail of your visitor will depend heavily of some factors like his landing page, the
keywords that he used to find your site, the fact that he is or not a returning user, etc...
Lets start with the report on search phrases. Behind any search phrase there can be
several users who reached your website. The column Avg Pages per Visitor gives you the
the average number of pages that your visitors asked during their whole session.

If you click on one of the underlined numbers (here the 6.47 in red) you get the following
distribution.

Here 15 users fetched 16 times the same landing page (one user clicked twice on his
Google link) but some users were more interested by your site and asked for more pages.
The user for which the click stream will be studied asked for 12 pages during his whole
session. One can also fetch the position of this website on Google or Yahoo for the search
phrase "jet fighters" or either fetches the click path of the users who reached the site with
this phrase. Let's select back the same line, right click and select the Fetch click path
option (see from picture 1).

There are 15 users who got 16 hits, which means that one user clicked twice on his
Google link during his session. Let’s click on the second line of the above popup now.

If the visitor had downloaded any file, it would be present in the list box below. However
the click stream of the user is accessible from this report. Now the click streams of the
visitors are accessible not only from this report, but from 19 different reports; all you
need is to right click on a line and choose this option when needed. In some cases you
can also retrieve an historical chart that corresponds to the line that you view. If you see
some anomaly on a curve, you can also click on a peak and the click trail of the visitors
for that specific date will appear.
If a user is asking for a page and he wasn't referred by any website or any of your pages,
the pages are not nested like the ones that you see above. Often it will be because it's a
spider but some browsers will not feed the server with any information in the referrer
field also. If a visitor clicks on a link from a page, the second page appears below, shifted
to the right. If he presses his back button the next page that appears will be shifted to the
left.

This rule is valid if your visitor asked for less than 2000 pages (except for spiders).
Please not that some hits are also discarded for the sake of clarity; For example if one
request generates two lines in your log file, one with a code 304 and one with a code
2000, only one line is used to represent the user path.

3- Website and Page Optimization
When one is dealing with website optimization he must also get the proper tools to
measure the impact of his changes and test his hypothesis. Expert Data Miner allows you
to fetch the history of any page and display the main inbound links behind the
fluctuations associated with it. It provides you a group of customizable reports that can
be incorporated in your optimization strategy
Someone can try to boost his position on Google in many ways. The best way is to
receive a non reciprocal hyperlink from a 'heavyweight' website, but this is not always
easy; sometimes it may take years before to appear in the top ten sites, at least for some
keywords. If you are locked with a relatively low page rank, it is still possible to improve
your site position on Google, and many will do it with keyword optimization. However
this method has its limits, mainly because the page rank is a more important factor. But if
someone succeed to double the number of his visitors after a few weeks of effort, it is still
a major gain, isn't it?
There is many theories about page optimization, however whatever is your approach you
need to assess your hypothesis and see the impact on the pages that matter. In the report
Most Popular Pages you have the whole list of your pages and you can sort your data by
any field if you click on a header's column. However if you need to focus on a specific
page it is possible to retrieve a useful chart when you select the row associated with a
page and right click with your mouse.

With this chart you can detect the variations associated with your target page, but also the
contribution of the main referrers. In the above example all the referrers except one (the
one that starts with http) are internal referrers. So whether you try to dispatch some
people from one section of your website to another, or boost your position on Google,
you can follow the evolution in one simple graph for any page.

Optimizing your keywords:
You can use several reports from Expert Data Miner to improve your strategy of
optimization. Many people will only try to optimize their pages in order to be listed
among the top 10 sites for the most relevant keywords. However this strategy has little
chances to succeed without a decent page rank, especially when too much competitors
have a similar goal for the same keywords. The reports on search phrases and word sets
will often teach you which other word combinations are performing well. Several of them
can be irrelevant, but some others can be interesting prospects. EDM allows you to check
quickly your site position on Google or Yahoo for those word sets if you right click on a
line and select the Fetch Position on Search Engine option from the context menu. This
option is available in two of the three reports in the Search Strings section. This option is
not suitable for a large number of requests, neither for a follow up over weeks (Google
Monitor is more appropriate for bulk requests) but it can give you an initial clue. You can
quickly see how interesting is such a prospect with the column average number of
pages/visitor and the distribution behind it.
You have then the choice to modify your text slightly and trying to improve your position
for this unexpected set of keywords or stick to your initial strategy. You could also wait
some days or weeks to see how stable this position around a central point is. Accounting
for the fact that many websites who compete for those keywords are changing also (and
the Google algorithm as well) it's absolutely possible to see strong variations in a short
delay, especially for long phrases. Nevertheless there is groups of search words who will
have a relatively stable position. But you need also to see if a sufficient number of users
are typing those keywords, or even related word sets. You can use a filter on dates to
study the pattern and get the number of hits or use the export option in EDM and store
your results of the week in one or several HTML files before to take a decision.
Most people will click on a few links at most when they perform a search. This is why a
6 th position on Yahoo is much better than a 87 th position on Google even if the latest
engine is more popular. The same thing could be said about two competing groups of
words. If your 87 th position is largely based on a low page rank or a huge number of
competitors rather than a poor frequency of the relevant keywords in your text or your
paragraph headers/page titles, it is hard to expect a miracle in the short term. One could
change slightly his text and try to exploit promising word sets, or split his page in two
pages, etc.. Whatever is the strategy, you will often need to test your hypothesis.
Two other reports in EDM can be very interesting; Hits/Phrases by Pages and Hits by
Pages by WordSets . If you focus on some specific pages and word sets, it might be of
some interest to see how different search engines perform for a group of keywords for a

specific page. Let’s choose the first of those two reports and click on the button
associated with the local configuration.

If we press on the button Define Action the following group of customizable columns is
available:

The option 'Using a Search Engine' is selected from the combo box. In doing so the other
combo box (Target) is filled with the list of all possible engines. One can select Google,
Yahoo, MSN, AOL search... the new columns will contain the percentage of the visitors
who use Google and Yahoo. The log file is then re-scanned.

The main screen is now giving the percentage of the visitors who fetched a specific page
and who used Yahoo and the percentage who used Google. With a sizeable sample, this
percentage will be strongly connected with the position of the page for a search on each
engine. But if you click on the hyperlink View Detail, the popup 'Detail for...' appears and
show a distribution of this percentage on each group of words for that specific page.
As mentioned earlier, it is more profitable to get a 6 th position on Yahoo than a 88 th
position on Google. Optimizing and changing your text to put more emphasis on some
keywords will often work in the middle/long term, but you may loose ground on another
front. Provided that you have a net gain regarding the visitors who matter everything is
OK.

4- Applying Filters to Your Log Files
Filters can be very useful for those who work in a marketing/sales department. Even
those who use the Freeware version of Expert Data Miner - Log Analyzer may need
filters more than they think. If you are an individual who has just started to develop a
website, it can be frustrating to see that your own constant modifications distort the
statistics regarding the real number of visitors. If you upgrade your site five times per day,
this will have a significant impact if the initial number of visitors is very small. There is a
very broad choice of filters in EDM, you can even combine several filters with an
AND/OR condition.
Filters can be used from two buttons:

The net will give you a large number of filters, but the right button (some kind of
calendar) is just a quick filter on dates.

Here the button with a net was selected. You can choose a filter and re-scan your log file.
When a filter is active a message appears in the status bar in order to remind you that the
global filter mode is on.
Now if you do not pay attention to this message, you may search for a while before to
realize that your old filter needs to be deleted. To delete a filter one has just to select it,
press the button Delete and then Save.

Let say that you have a company and you launched a promotion for Canadians for a
specific product. You want to target the visitors from Canada who reached your site but
who did not visit one of your page (it can be a page where they can sign up for
something). In some cases you can contact them by email in order to make a follow up
and explain them what they missed. If you have sold a large volume of cheap items, it
can be preferable to study their behavior and adjust your web pages rather than to contact
them one by one if your initial strategy failed.
Lets say here that your product costs several hundreds of dollars; tracing back your
customer one by one (when you can) is not a waste of time here. For that example, you
are doing the promotion of a book to some potential resellers; if they purchase 1,000 of
them they get a substantial discount. The first step is to define a non cumulative project
for this specific goal:

The second step is to define an include filter on your visitors who are Canadians:

However you also want those who did not visit your target page; the combo box
OR/AND allows you to define the condition between your two include filters. In this case
it should be set to AND. If you need to define two include conditions linked with an OR,
you cannot define an AND with your third include condition, the AND/OR flag is used
between ANY include filter. So if this scenario happens one day, nothing prevent you
from using an OR condition between two include filters plus an exclusive filter on people
who DO visit the target page (in this example we target those who did not visit it with an
include filter).

The next step is to save your filter and rescan your log with the proper button. When this
is done, you go to the last report, visitors-details

It's not a bad idea to select the first 100 items and right click to fetch their DNS because
you may need this information. Now let say that you want to know what happened with a
specific customer; as usual you select the row, right click and choose to view the click
stream:

In some cases the DNS itself contains the name of the company (your visitor). In other
cases your visitor can be a registered visitor who logged on, so his authentication ID will
be present; if he provided his email some weeks ago when he purchased some article you
probably have a table that can link the cookie and email addresses of this visitor to a user
session. In the Enterprise Edition of EDM you can import such links and build reports on
the fly.
Lets now see another example; you may be puzzled about the real number of visitors that
your website receives, in many situation this number is drastically inflated with some
kinds of 'false visitors'. Many of the 'visitors' on http://www.expertdataminer.com/ are
false visitors. Presently most of them come from a website called software dungeon but
in a month they will come from elsewhere. What happens is that several download
websites will list this site among many others and each time that someone opens a
specific page it will load an icon or a small picture from dozens of remote websites who
announce their products in the same category. Most of those people will never ask a page
from this website and many will still ignore its existence at the end of the day. Those

people can be filtered out if I create two inclusive filters, each on the Visitors who
requested specific file types, except that from the combo box the first target will be Pages
and the second Files; Resources are left out.

In this case an OR condition is selected from the combo box above the button Filter.
If you have a small website, you can also filter yourself out from the statistics. One
possible filter is Visitors with a specific authentication ID; you probably use this ID when
you try to use your file manager or some other tool. If you are prompted for a
userID/password before to connect to those tools (Cpanel, file manager or anything like
this) your user ID is probably present in your log file. Another possible filter that you can
use is Visitors who requested a specific file; Nobody else than you should use your initial
management page. In these cases you should use an Exclusive filter before to re-scan
your log.
If you use a filter on a specific page or directory, you must use the standard that appears
in your log file, so normally when you are prompted for a page name you should type
/mypage.html or /mypage.asp?id=9643 and not http://mydomain /mypage.html.

5 - Fraud Detection – Pay per Click
The pay per click system is an enormous source of income for Google, but also for
many other web sites. The companies who choose to promote their website with the pay
per click system need to be careful regarding the amounts for which they are billed.
There is a growing number of frauds and they take miscellaneous forms.
Some web sites or affiliates can pay people from remote places like Botswana to make
fraudulent clicks on an ad in order to inflate their customer's bills. Since the year 2006
click frauds are not limited to such methods, now malwares like click bots can be used
for such a goal. These small pieces of code can be spread like viruses on many
computers in order to generate clicks from different IP addresses. The most intelligent
scams involve a malware that adopts a low profile and generate only a few clicks per
computer in order to avoid detection. These bots are generally controlled remotely by
the person who wishes to limit the clicks to ads that can generate a real profit.
Of course Google is not involved behind such a scam even if it happens often that PPC
users ask themselves questions regarding the amount for which they are billed. For
example you may wish to avoid paying too much if a visitor (let say a competitor) is
clicking many times on the same ad from the same IP address in order to exhaust your
budget. Google is doing itself an effort to reduce click fraud, but this company is posing
itself as a judge even if it is also making a profit from PPC. An extra tool is not useless
if you wish to see in details how Google is billing your clicks.
A log analyzer like Expert Data Miner has many functionalities that makes it unique.
This software allows you to detect many cases of click fraud but also to understand in
details the results for any referrer. EDM will check for the duplication of hits, verify if
the IP address of a visitor is an anonymous proxy, check if the visitor's browser fetched
the images associated with your target page (normally bots do not), verify if there is a
pattern with cookies and perform a statistical analysis according to countries. Getting all
those information IS important. You can try to get a refund from Google for past cases
of click fraud, but reacting quickly when a dangerous pattern is underway is certainly
wiser. From your Google account you can use two of their filters to prevent clicks from
your competitors or some dishonest Internet user. The filter on IP ranges will work fine
for visitors who have a static IP address, the filters on locations (like cities) can be used
in the worst case if you target a broad market and your competitor is coming from a
small city.
Lets take the report dealing with Google Syndication or either Google AdWords,
(Content Network): In this report, EDM gives you the list of all the referring websites
and the number of visitors who were sent to your site. If you right click on one of those
referrers, you get the list of all the visitors and their unique IP or cookie. In the
following screen a popup (the click trail) appears when one of the lines is chosen:

When someone clicks on one of the lines in this popup he gets the details for this visitor:

Here this visitor started to ask for the page download.asp; then he clicked on a link
inside it and fetched the root page at 00:11:03 (the "/" is the root page ). If you store the
cookies of your visitors in your log files the software allows you to fetch their behavior
during a subsequent visit (the button Next Visit at the bottom of the window near the
button Close ). Since this visitor didn't come back the button is grayed. So it is easy to
detect suspicious behaviors associated with click frauds. If you fetch the DNS you can
sometimes get the name of the server of your visitor (in some cases it can be a
competitor). You can also sort your visitors according to their IPs or their cookies if you
click on the header of the relevant column in the popup.
It is also possible to fetch the same kind of information for external websites who will
charge you for an ad (not Google Ad Words here) in another report. In the fact this
information is available by keywords, landing pages, referrers,, etc...

It can be somewhat more difficult to detect a click bot. If such a malware propagated
itself you'll get many clicks from miscellaneous IP's and some click bots will adopt a
low profile and perform a few clicks per day to avoid detection. However these robots
have some features that distinguish them from human visitors and the periodicity of the
clicks is one of them. The probability to see a human being clicking on your ad every
900 seconds 4 times in row is weak. But bots have also another characteristic; they do
not support JavaScript, so cookies. They are not true browsers. If you configure your
server to store the cookies that you assign to your visitors at the end of each line in your
log files (something easy for Google Analytic's cookies) it is possible to detect
indirectly an abnormal behavior for a set of visitors.
Indeed, Expert Data Miner allows you to apply filters based on a segment of the name
of your pages, your whole pages, or a segment of the referrer. It is thus possible to
isolate those who find your site with PPC and those who find it through an organic
search - a search that doesn't cost you a penny -. It is the presence of a abnormal
fraction of visitors whose browsers refuse cookies that will raise a concern. In many
reports, you can build a column from scratch and one of them concerns the number of
visitors whose browser accepted your cookies. This column is available as a percentage
but if you right click you get an historical chart for any of your pages:

The blue curve gives the percentage of the visitors who ask for the page "/" (the root
page) and whose browser accept cookies. This percentage varies rom 31.43 to 64.19%
in this example. In the fact this percentage, for human visitors, should be above 90%.
But you can also get details regarding click frauds from the report Google AdWords. If
you press the F6 key, the software will scan for strange patterns and provide you a
description of such cases (including the IP address of the visitors). EDM will regroup
your visitors with their IP, their cookie, or provide useful data regarding the top
countries. If 1.4% of your visitors are coming from a country but own 18% of the PPC
clicks, this is quite abnormal. If a competitor clicks on your ads 10 times a day and
repeats the same operation the day after (when his provider assign him a new
dynamically allocated IP address) you can often know it from the cookie.
Most of the fraud cases come from unscrupulous webmasters who are Adsense
members (the network content) and clicks on your ads to boost their profits. In a
growing number of cases the task can be delegated to third world countries, especially if
your bids per clicks are high. There is very little cases of fraud from searches done on
Google except from competitors. But still if you have a doubt, if your competitor is not
using cookies and doesn't use a static IP address, you can still get his ISP name and get
the IP range from this provider. Especially when it's a small ISP you can apply a filter
in EDM to see what's going on.
Two other useful reports are also available when you launch the task 'SCAN FOR
CLICK FRAUD'. One is mainly targeting potential click bots. Most bots will not load
the images associated with a target page; EDM can check what is the maximum number
of images that at least one visitor fetched with that page and give you the IP address, the
cookie and the time associated with any visitor who did not ask for the images or
resource files (or a small fraction of them). The second report will scan for IP addresses
related to anonymous proxies.
If you use another system than Google AdWords, EDM can also be used to scan for
click fraud in the report External Referrers, Summary. All you need to do is to right
click on the referrer of your choice and mark it as a paid referrer. The next time that you
scan your log file(s), EDM will build some extra statistics for this referring website.
Retrieving them is quite easy with the key F6.

Getting the ROI in a Pay per Click campaign
Someone may wish also to optimize his investment and suppress the keywords that do
not generate enough profits or to know the percentage of the visitors who purchase
something. In Web Analytics this is called the conversion rate. Unlike many other log
analyzers, EDM doesn't limit itself to the conversion rate for the current session, it can
also check if a referred visitor purchased something several days later. Let’s take the
report 'pages accessed from a search engine':

If you click on the button with a hammer and a screwdriver, you get the configuration
screen for the current report:

If you click on the button Define Action you get the following page:

The fields were filled to tell the software that:
1) Asking for the page /buy.asp ( ''/" being the root page of the site) is considered as a
purchase. In the fact it would be more accurate to select a page that is displayed once a
visitor paid for something (Thank you for purchasing with us!).
2) The result will be displayed as a percentage.
In short, you ask the software to build a new column that will display the percentage of
the visitors who asked for the page buy.asp during their session regardless of their
landing pages. In other reports this column could be available for search keywords, the
referring websites, etc...
But you don’t want just to know if these visitors purchased something during their first
visit but also if they bought something some days or weeks after. Since you store the
cookies of these people in your log files you just need to go in the box scope and choose
'Multiple Sessions' rather than 'Current Session' from the combo box and click on the
button Scope Properties.

Let say that you wish to find the visitors who found your website with a search engine
between November,11 2007 and November, 16 of the same year. You want to isolate
those who purchased your products at most 6 days after their first visit. Since you are
using the PPC system and not organic search your invoice is determined either by the
number of clicks (even if the same visitors is asking often for the same page) either by
the number of visitors who performed at least one click. From the second combo box
you can choose how much it costs you in two ways: if the URL is asked in such a way :
http://www.mydomain.com/mapage.asp?p=9222&source=Google you assign an amount
of 1.76$ or euros when you tell the software to use the variable 'cost' each time that it
appears in your log file. You can also assign a fix cost for each referring website.
Revenues are calculated the same way, you can assign a fix amount each time that
buy.asp is called (let say your average sales) or either modify your pages so that a
variable 'price' appears when someone calls that page, like in /buy.asp?price=43.44.
This variable will be ignored by your application but stored in your log files.

One can build several columns like this in several reports and play with some
parameters like the initial date, the necessary time to achieve a conversion, etc....
Once you re-analyze your log files you get the following results:

9.32% of those who found the page /download.asp of this website between the 11 th and
the 16 th of November with a search engine did ask for the page buy.asp within the
following 6 days. Those who entered your website directly on /buy.asp obviously asked
for the same page in 100% of the cases. In case of doubt, you can always right click on
a line to get the list of the visitors, their IPs, etc...
If you press the F9 key, it's no longer the percentage that is displayed but the net
revenue:

Note that such results could be obtained in other reports where the first column displays
reerring websites, search phrases or either or Google AdWords. When you press on F9
again you get the ROI, then the cost before to fall back on the percentage of the visitors
who ask for the target page.
The demo version of Expert Data Miner doesn't allow you to get conversion rates based
on cookies; this feature is available only in the Enterprise version.

